Preservation of Tomb of Jan Baba, WHS Makli

1st Experts’ Committee Meeting

Folio V – Numbering System
**Folio Numbering**

**Folio 1 (ID):** Introduction to WH Makli

**Folio 2 (AD):** Introduction to Tomb of Mirza Jan Baba Project

**Folio 3 (SV):** Significance & Values

**Folio 4 (AD):** Architectural Drawings

**Folio 5 (NS):** Numbering System

**Folio 6 (PD):** Photographic Documentation

**Folio 7 (SD):** Image Superimposition

**Folio 8 (DT):** Condition Survey and Damage Assessment

**Folio 9 (CA):** Consultants’ Assessment

**Folio 10 (DT):** Stone Damage Types

**Folio 11 (DD):** Area-wise Damage Details
STRUCTURE NUMBERS

- 01. Graves Canopy
- 02. Zenana (Enclosure)
- 03. Enclosure
- 04. Entrance (Veranda)

DRAWING NUMBERS

- Plans: **00-10**;
- Sections: **11-20**;
- External Elevations: **21-30**;
- Internal Elevations: **31-40**

BUILDING COMPONENT NUMBERS

- Joists (26)
- Flat Roof Elements (27)
- External openings (31)
- Internal openings (32)
- Columns (40)
- Niches (76)
- Graves (77)

Where **3(31)001** will signify *Enclosure (External Opening)* Serial Number 1
or **1(40)010** is *Grave Canopy(column)* Serial Number 10
and so on.
BUILDING AND ELEMENT NUMBERING

BUILDINGS SEGMENTS NUMBERS

Based on Building, Level, Façade and its subsequent faces and alpha divisors. i.e. (Building Number)Elevation Number: Panel: alpha acronym level. For example (1)21.1a = (Grave Canopy) External Elevation South. Panel 1, Level a or (4)24.1g = (Entrance Verandah) External East Elevation. Panel 1, Level g and so on.
GENERAL - PLAN LEVEL 2

01 Graves Canopy
02 Zanana
03 Enclosure
04 Entrance

Plan Level 02
01 Graves Canopy – Plan at Level 2

Plan Level 02
01 Graves Canopy – Plan at Level 7
01 Graves Canopy – Elevation 021 (South)
01 Graves Canopy – Elevation 022 (West)
01 Graves Canopy – Elevation 023 (North)
01 Graves Canopy – Elevation 024 (East)
COMPONENT 02 ZANANAH

01 Graves Canopy

02 Zanannah

03 Enclosure

04 Entrance

Plan Level 02

Notes:

Project:
JAN BABA TOMB

Building:
02 Zanannah

Title:
Plan

Scale:
NTS

Folio Category Element Number
PD 1/L (P-) 008
Section 012
02 ZANANAH – ELEVATION 022 (WEST)

Elevation 022 West
03 ENCLOSURE – PLAN AT LEVEL 02
03 Enclosure – Section 13

Section 013
03 ENCLOSURE – ELEVATION 021 (SOUTH)
03 Enclosure – Elevation 022 (West)
03 ENCLOSURE – ELEVATION 023 (NORTH)
Elevation 024 East
04 Entrance – Plan at Level 2
04 Entrance – Roof Plan
04 Entrance – Elevation 022 (West)
04 Entrance – Elevation 023 (North)
04 Entrance – Elevation 024 (East)